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Domany-Kinzel (1) , non-attractive case
. , 1
. $\xi_{n}^{A}$ $A\subset 2\mathrm{Z}$ $n$ .
(i) $P(x\in\xi_{n}^{A}+1|\xi nA)=f(|\xi nA\cap\{X-1, X+1\}|)$ ,
(ii) $\xi_{n}^{A}$ , $\{x\in\xi_{n+1}^{A}\}$ , ,
$f(0)=0$ , $f(1)=p$, $f(2)=q$ $(0\leq p, q\leq 1)$
. , $S=$ {$s=(x,$ $n)\in \mathrm{Z}\chi \mathrm{Z}+:X+n=$ }
. , $\mathrm{Z}_{+}=\{0,1,2, \ldots\}$ . , $q=2p-p^{2}$ ,
. , $q=p$ ,
. Domany-Kinzel , Durrett(2) 5
.
, $P\leq q$ , $\lceil_{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{C}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\rfloor$ , $P>q$ , $\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{n}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{n}-\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}$
. , attractive case , coupling ,
, non-attractive case ,
. , non-attractive case , ,
, , ,
. (3-7) , , non-attractive ($p$ 1 ,
$q\in[0,1]$ , $(p, q)\neq(1,0))$ , Bramson and Neuhauser (3) ,
(8) (attractive case ).
, non-attractive , .
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